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We present an application of the genetic algorithmic computational method to the optimization of the
concurrence measure of entanglement for the cases of one dimensional chains, as well as square and triangular
lattices in a simple tight-binding approach in which the hopping of electrons is much stronger than the phonon
dissipation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement has been described as an important charac-
teristic for quantum information and quantum computation
�1�. In the following, the quantity of interest will be the
concurrence measure of entanglement introduced by Woot-
ters �2�. It will be studied for various kinds of condensed-
matter lattice systems and the main focus will be on calcu-
lating optimized entangled states using genetic algorithms
�3�. To the best of our knowledge, at the present time there
exists only a paper by Prashant on the application of genetic
algorithms to evolving quantum circuits �4�.

The motivation for our work resides in recent studies
about maximum nearest-neighbor entanglement �5,6�. In
these cases, a N-qubit ring in a translationally invariant quan-
tum state has been considered. Under certain conditions,
O’Connor and Wooters �5� have found formulas to obtain the
maximum possible nearest-neighbor entanglement. More-
over, they have compared this quantity with the entangle-
ment produced off an antiferromagnetic state of a ring with
an even number of spin-1

2 particles. Also, there have been
studies of concurrence for nearest neighbors in finite clusters
with the purpose to see its behavior in two dimensions. In
particular, this was carried on for square, triangular, and
Kagomé lattices �7�. Further studies focus on systems with
higher order entanglement, that is, when subsystem A is big-
ger than two qubits �8�.

In the lattice systems of this research, qubits are repre-
sented by sites in a lattice or a chain. The two computational
basis �0� and �1� are represented by occupied and empty sites,
respectively. Using this representation, the concurrence can
be calculated for different fillings. This approach might be
useful for physical experiments involving electron control
�e.g., quantum dots �9��.

The electronic system will be described by a tight-binding
Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = �
i

�in̂i + �
�ij�

tijĉi
†ĉj , �1�

where, for simplicity, we will consider spinless electrons. In
�1� ĉi

† �ĉj� is the usual creation �annihilation� operator of a

spinless electron at site i, whereas n̂i= ĉi
†ĉi is the number

operator, and tij is the hopping integral between nearest-
neighbors �NN� and next-nearest-neighbors �NNN� sites i
and j. �i is the on-site energy for atom i. For simplicity, we
work with the same kind of atoms and we take �i=0. There
exist physical systems which can be modeled using a similar
approach as here, most notably the polyacetylene systems
�10� in the static approximation �without phonons�.

Notice that we are using a one-body Hamiltonian. For this
case the ground state wave function can be obtained simply
by filling the lowest one-body eigenstates. The correspond-
ing eigenvalues are obtained by diagonalizing the matrix
Hamiltonian as expressed in the one-body basis. In this case,
one can always find a linear transformation of ci

† �ci� leading
to a diagonal form of the Hamiltonian.

Specifically, our tight-binding Hamiltonian Ĥ=−�ijtijĉi
†ĉj

can be written as Ĥ=�k�kĉk
†ĉk, where ci

†=�k�ikĉk
† and

ci=�k�ik
* ĉk. For periodic systems with only NN hopping

integrals �tij = t� �11�, the Hamiltonian Ĥ can be
diagonalized through the Fourier transformations ĉl

= 1
	N

�k=1
N exp�i2�lk /N�ĉk and the complex-conjugated coun-

terpart, therefore Ĥ takes the form

Ĥ = − 2t�
k=1

N

cos�2�k/N�ĉk
†ĉk. �2�

On the other hand, for a nonperiodic system with arbitrary
hopping integrals it is not possible to get an analytic diago-
nalization procedure. For the simplest nonanalytic case of a
system of N atomic sites and nearest-neighbor hopping inte-
grals, one should diagonalize a Hamiltonian matrix of tridi-
agonal form:

Ĥ =

0 − t12 0 0 ¯ ¯ 0

− t12 0 − t23 0 ¯ ¯ 0

0 − t23 0 − t34 ¯ ¯ 0

0 0 − t34 0 − t45 ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 − t�N−1�N

0 0 ¯ ¯ 0 − t�N−1�N 0

� .

�3�

We have used the LAPack subroutines �12� to diagonalize
this type of Hamiltonian matrices through the QR algorithm
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as well as more complicated forms resulting from next-
nearest interactions, where the Householder reduction to
tridiagonal forms is applied first. The eigenvectors for K fer-
mions can be obtained in a direct way using the preceding
equations and are given by the tensorial product of the one-
body eigenvectors,

�kK� = ĉk1

† ĉk2

†
¯ ĉkK

† �0� . �4�

Thus, it is clear that for the ground state we require the
lowest levels to be occupied.

Moreover, through a Jordan-Wigner transformation the
spinless fermion Hamiltonian can be rewritten as a XX spin-
1
2 chain. In the spinless fermion case, each lattice site is
either occupied or free, whereas in the spin polarization case
each lattice site can have the spin up or down. It is well
known that oxides and fluorides of transition metals, e.g.,
MnO, NiO and MnF2, FeF2, CoF2, respectively, are de-
scribed by such simple spin Hamiltonians �13�.

Wootters’ formula that we used to calculate the concur-
rence is obtained in the Appendix and is given by

C = max�0,2��23� − 2	�11�44 = 2 max�0, ��23� − 	�11�44 .

�5�

The concurrence calculations in Sec. II are always a sum
over all the pairs of sites divided to the total number of sites.
Section III contains some conclusions and the Appendix is
devoted to the mathematics of the concurrence formula.

II. OPTIMIZING ENTANGLEMENT USING GENETIC
ALGORITHMS

We pass now to the main goal of the paper which is the
maximization of entanglement using genetic algorithms.
Specifically, we will consider the ground state of a spinless
system modeled by the tight binding Hamiltonian given in
Eq. �1�.

We recall that genetic algorithms �GAs� were invented by
John Henry Holland in the 1960s and were developed by him
and his students and colleagues at the University of Michi-
gan in the 1960s and the 1970s. Holland’s goal was not to
design algorithms to solve specific problems, but rather to
formally study the phenomenon of adaptation as it occurs in
nature and to develop ways in which the mechanisms of
natural adaptation might be imported into computer systems.

Much alike nature, Holland’s GA is a method for moving
from one population of “chromosomes” �e.g., strings of char-
acters or numbers� to a new population by using a kind of
“natural selection” together with the genetics-inspired opera-
tors of crossover, mutation, and inversion �this last operator
is rarely used nowadays�.

The genetic pseudoalgorithm employed by us here goes as
follows:

�1� Read input parameters including type of lattice, sites
in the system, number of generations, crossover probability,
mutation probability, etc.

�2� Build a table with indices of the nearest neighbors of
each site. A table including also next-nearest neighbors can
be built as well.

�3� Using the neighbor table, identify the specific places
in the Hamiltonian matrix where “bonds” occur. Each place
represents a valid tij entry and will be stored in a special
array. This array will be considered hereafter as a chromo-
some.

�4� Allocate two arrays, “generation0” and “generation1”
composed of chromosomes.

�5� Construct an additional chromosome called “best”
with initial random numbers between �0, 5�.

�6� For a given range of filling repeat:
�i� Initialize “generation0” with random values in the

range �0, 5�.
�ii� Make the first chromosome of “generation0” equal

to “best.”
�iii� For a given number of generations repeat:

�a� Decode each chromosome in “generation0” into
a Hamiltonian matrix, diagonalize it and calculate the total
concurrence between all nearest neighbors of the system. In
other words, calculate fitness for each individual in “genera-
tion0.”

�b� Make “best” equal to the chromosome with
highest value of fitness in “generation0.”

�c� Print the value of the average fitness of the
population of “generation0” and fitness of “best” in output
files.

�d� Apply the selection operator: Use crossover and
mutation operators on chromosomes in “generation0” to cre-
ate new chromosomes into “generation1.”

�e� Make “generation0” equal to “generation1.”
�f� Make the first chromosome in “generation0”

equal to “best.”
�iv� Find the chromosome with the maximum fitness.

Print its fitness value in an output file.
To make the calculations tractable the biggest system that

we considered was of 49 sites with 800 generations for
which the optimization procedure has taken about three days.
In all calculations we have worked with the probability of
crossover pc=0.70 and the probability of mutation pm
=0.002.

A. One-dimensional chains

We begin the analysis of entanglement maximization us-
ing genetic algorithms with the simplest case of small lineal
chains with and without periodic boundary conditions. In
Figs. 1 and 2 we present results of concurrence as a function
of percentage filling for two chains with 24 and 44 sites,
respectively. Besides nearest-neighbors interactions, we have
also considered interactions with both nearest neighbors and
next-nearest neighbors in the Hamiltonian. The population
size remained at 400 individuals and the generations were
kept at 250. Later on, the role of the number of generations
will become apparent.

From the figures, it can be noticed that in the case of
nearest-neighbor interactions with and without periodic
boundary conditions, concurrence as function of filling is
smoother than in the cases where next-nearest neighbors are
also considered. This can be due to a larger size in the chro-
mosomes in the latter case and a greater number of genera-
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tions are necessary to obtain a similar behavior than its only-
nearest-neighbors counterpart. We can only conclude that a
greater number of generations and possibly a greater size in
the population is necessary to overcome these oscillations.

Also, notice that cases including next-nearest neighbors
cannot yield lower results than the only-nearest-neighbors
case. This is because the chromosomes from the former case
contain the chromosomes of the latter �i.e., the NN case is a
subset of the NNN case�, which offers the possibility to ex-
plore a wider spectrum of solutions. In the case where this
extra space yielded only lower results, the best chromosomes
would be those of the NN space. This phenomenon can be
most clearly noticed near half-filling. Once again, this behav-
ior is a consequence of a greater number of generations.

At this point, it is important to remember that there are
various parameters responsible for a larger chromosome in
this kind of system. These parameters are the size of the
system, the periodic boundary conditions and bringing next-

nearest-neighbors interactions into play. A larger chromo-
some would allow an exploration of a wider solution space
but on the other hand it is expected to decrease the conver-
gence time.

We have already mentioned the possibility of a greater
number of generations affecting directly the smoothness of
the concurrence. We addressed this question by running two
cases depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, where the former does not
consider periodic boundary conditions while the latter does.

In both cases we have set a 44-site chain with a popula-
tion size of 400. Only the interactions between nearest neigh-
bors were taken into account.

Both figures confirm our early supposition about increas-
ing the number of generations since the correlation functions
look increasingly smoother. Notice, however, that certain
roughness still remains. Some possible solutions consist of
increasing the size of the population, dynamically change the
mutation probability �when variation between individuals be-
gins to narrow� and raising the number of generations further
more. Different selection methods could also be considered
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Optimized concurrence as a function of
band filling for a linear chain with 24 sites. 250 generations;
population=400. Note that in all figures the quantities plotted are
dimensionless and the values of the parameters pc and pm are fixed
at 0.70 and 0.002, respectively.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Optimized concurrence as a function of
band filling for a linear chain with 44 sites. 250 generations;
population=400.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Optimized concurrence for different num-
ber of generations in a one-dimensional 44-site lattice. Open bound-
ary conditions, population size=400.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Optimized concurrence for different num-
ber of generations in a one-dimensional 44-site lattice using peri-
odic boundary conditions, population size=400.
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because an inefficient parent selection could lead to slow
evolution of the system. Even though it is clear that individu-
als with better fitness are obtained, notice how in Fig. 3 the
best chromosome near 0.05 filling was obtained with 600
generations despite having cases with up to three times more
generations.

In Fig. 5 �for its more detailed structure up to 2000 gen-
erations see Fig. 6� we follow the evolution �optimization� of
concurrence for each filling in a 44-site chain with periodic
boundary conditions and interactions only between nearest
neighbors. The population size for this calculation was 350
and the number of generations was 500 per filling. The av-
erage fitness per population is compared with the fitness
from the best chromosome in the population. Notice how the
population always follows closely the evolution of the best
chromosome. Transitions between different fillings are
readily noticed through a drop in average fitness. A very
remarkable feature is that the best chromosome for a certain
filling ranks high for the next filling but is not the highest. In
other words, there are different best chromosomes for differ-

ent band fillings. We also notice that the bottom dots corre-
spond to the average concurrence for randomly disordered
populations and that the average concurrences for the subse-
quent optimized GA populations are always better than the
disordered cases.

Another remarkable characteristic about Fig. 5 is its sym-
metry around half-band filling. This property is due to the
fact that this is a bipartite lattice and consequently its physi-
cal properties are symmetric because of an electron-hole
transformation. The fact that the results presented show this
property reassures the validity of our calculations.

B. Two-dimensional systems

We will study now the optimization of concurrence in
two-dimensional systems modeled by means of the same
tight-binding Hamiltonian.

1. Square lattices

In Figs. 7 and 8 we display the concurrence as a function
of band filling for a 7�7 square lattice.

Figure 7 presents a comparison between systems using
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor interactions as
well as periodic and open boundary conditions. The number
of generations for these cases has been chosen 600 and the
population size 350. It is worth mentioning that in general
the cases with interactions only between nearest-neighbors
rank slightly higher in its concurrence value. This is a some-
what unexpected result that may be attributed to various fac-
tors including selection methods and number of generations.
Possible reasons for this behavior were addressed in the pre-
ceding section.

To study the effect of the number of generations on the
optimized value of concurrence and the smoothness of the
curve, we present calculations for four different cases in Fig.
8. In these cases, population size was kept at 400. It is clear
that by raising this number we are able to obtain better op-
timized solutions and the concurrence curve tends to be
smoother.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Best and average fitness for each genera-
tion in a one-dimensional 44-site lattice subjected to periodic
boundary conditions, nearest-neighbor interactions, for 500 genera-
tions, population size of 350.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Detail of Fig. 5 for the first 2000
generations.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Optimized concurrence for a square lat-
tice comparing nearest-neighbor interactions, next-nearest-neighbor
interactions, and boundary conditions. 600 generations; population
size=350.
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2. Triangular lattices

Finally, we have made calculations for not bipartite lat-
tices in order to study the effect of frustration on concur-
rence. It has already been mentioned that these kinds of lat-
tices are not symmetric under an electron-hole
transformation. This is the reason why their physical proper-
ties differ completely between lower and upper sections of
band filling.

As a particular case of a nonbipartite lattice, we have
considered a triangular lattice with 49 sites. Results of our
calculations are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

In Fig. 9 a population size of 350 has been used and the
system has been allowed to go up to 600 generations. As in
the preceding sections, this case includes the interaction be-
tween nearest and next-nearest neighbors, as well as open
and periodic boundary conditions. Once again, we find better
optimizations for nearest-neighbor interactions. It is impor-
tant to remember that we are dealing with a more complex

chromosome, as sites in this kind of lattice have a greater
number of neighbors than one-dimensional systems. This is
also a cause for a lower time in convergence as the solution
space increases considerably.

The effect of the number of generations can be examined
in Fig. 10. These results demonstrate the slow convergence
when calculating this kind of system. Notice that, although
oscillations decrease and better individuals are found, effi-
ciency narrows between the cases with 600 and 800 genera-
tions.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented computational techniques—more
specifically genetic algorithms—to optimize entanglement in
systems modeled according to a tight-binding Hamiltonian.
The qubits in all these studies have been described as sites in
the system and the computational basis as occupied or empty
sites.

Our application of genetic algorithms has proven to be
valuable, since we obtained configurations which yield better
results for concurrence in the randomly disordered one-
dimensional case as discussed in Sec. II A �in fact, we have
partial results confirming this statement for two-dimensional
cases as well�. Moreover, the GA optimization provided bet-
ter results even with respect to the ordered cases as can be
noticed in Figs. 11–13.

We finally mention that the optimal Hamiltonian for the
one-dimensional case with periodic boundary conditions cor-
responds to dimerized chain for which the coupling coeffi-
cients take alternate high-low values in the half-filling re-
gion. This structural phase transition has been found in the
polyacetylene chains and suggests that optimal entanglement
can be obtained in the dimerized phase of the polyacetylene.
We have also some evidence of this behavior in two-
dimensional systems. These results will be reported else-
where.

Quantum computation and quantum information are still a
long way to go. Nevertheless, these areas seems to be a logi-
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Optimized concurrence for a square lat-
tice comparing number of generations for nearest-neighbor interac-
tions, periodic boundary conditions, population size=400.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Optimized concurrence for a triangular
lattice comparing nearest-neighbor interactions, next-nearest-
neighbor interactions, and boundary conditions. 600 generations;
population size=350.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Optimized concurrence for a triangular
lattice comparing number of generations for nearest-neighbor inter-
actions, periodic boundary conditions, population size=400.
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cal and necessary step in tomorrow’s technological world. In
this scenario, quantum entanglement will play a critical role,
and our work attempts to be another step towards better un-
derstanding it.

APPENDIX: THE CONCURRENCE

To calculate the concurrence we need first the density
matrix �A for qubits i , j, which is the trace over system B of
all the possible states ��AB���AB�. The general state function
for this system is

��AB� = �
n

�n��A���B� , �A1�

where, for a system of N sites, n goes through all the 2N

possible combinations in the computational basis �e.g.,
�00¯00�→ �11¯11��. Subsystem A is comprised of the two
qubits of interest in the sites i , j �i.e., ��i� � �� j��. For a spe-

cific system of N sites, there are N1 occupied and N−N1 not
occupied sites. Our two-qubit subsystem A has, naturally,
four possible states—namely �00�, �01�, �10�, and �11�—
therefore Eq. �A1� can be decomposed in the following man-
ner:

��AB� = �
m

am�00� � ��B
m� + �

o

bo�01� � ��B
o� + �

p

cp�10�

� ��B
p� + �

q

dq�11� � ��B
q� . �A2�

In this equation, the sums run for all the possible combina-
tions in the ��B� space such that the number N1 of occupied
sites is preserved. For example, if ��A�= �01�, system B is left
with N1−1 occupied sites.

To obtain the reduced density matrix it is necessary to
perform the trace over system B,

�A = �
l=1

2N−2

��I� � ��B
l ����AB���AB���I� � ��B

l �� . �A3�

It is clear that applying this operation will not eliminate
those terms whose elements in the B subsystem in ��AB���AB�
have the same number of occupied sites. The terms in system
A that are left after the trace operation are of the kind �00�
�00�, �01� �01�, �01� �10�, �10� �01�, �10� �10�, and �11� �11�.

The �00� �00� element is spared after the trace operator
because its ��B

m� elements contain the same quantity of occu-
pied sites �i.e., N1 sites�. This is a similar case with the
�11��11� elements where the ��B

q� wave functions contain N1
−2 occupied sites.

In the case of �01� �01�, �01� �10�, �10� �01�, and �10� �10�
elements, notice how their ��B

o,p� wave functions have the
same number of occupied sites �N1−1�.

Finally, the elements in the reduced density matrix are
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Concurrence for the optimized and or-
dered cases in a 49-sites square lattice using nearest-neighbor inter-
actions and periodic boundary conditions 800 generations; popula-
tion size=400.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Concurrence for the optimized and or-
dered cases in a 49-sites triangular lattice under the same conditions
as in the previous figure.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Comparison between the optimized and
the ordered case in a one-dimensional system of 49 sites. The cal-
culation parameters were identical to those of Fig. 11 and 12.
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�A =

�11 0 0 0

0 �22 �23 0

0 �32 �33 0

0 0 0 �44

� . �A4�

For �A to be a valid density matrix, it must be Hermitic
��A=�A

†*� and its trace be equal to 1. This means that �32

=�23
* and �11+�22+�33+�44=1 so it is necessary to calculate

only four elements of the matrix.
In order to calculate each of these reduced density matrix

elements, the second quantization approach will be used.
The first element of the matrix, �11 can be realized as

follows:

�11 = ��AB��1 − n̂i��1 − n̂j���AB� , �A5�

where the operator n̂j projects on all the elements of the type
�x1� � ��B� and after applying �1− n̂j� we end up with all the
elements that do not occupy the site j �i.e., �x0� � ��B��. A
similar approach follows �1− n̂i� and after applying the bra
operation we are left only with the coefficients of all the
�00� � ��B� states.

The other elements are obtained likewise with the follow-
ing operators: �22= ��AB��1− n̂i�n̂j��AB�, �33= ��AB�n̂i�1
− n̂j���AB�, �44= ��AB�n̂in̂j ��AB�, and �23= ��AB�cjci

† ��AB�.
In the matrix element �23, ci

† maintains only those states
of the form �0x� � ��B� transforming them into �1x� � ��B�.
Out of this set of states, cj deletes all states of the type
�x0� � ��B� and we end up with states �10� � ��B�.

It is very easy to show that the �A elements can be calcu-
lated as average quantities of the complete ground-state wave
function. For example,

�11 = ��AB��AB� − ��AB�n̂i��AB� − ��AB�n̂j��AB�

+ ��AB�n̂in̂j��AB� = 1 − �n̂i� − �n̂j� + �n̂in̂j� . �A6�

The other elements are obtained similarly, �22= �n̂j�− �n̂in̂j�,
�33= �n̂i�− �n̂in̂j�, �44= �n̂in̂j�, �23= �cjci

†�.
Concurrence is an entanglement monotone in its own right

�i.e., positive or zero for any density matrix �; 0 for factor-
izable states and 1 for the Bell states�. A simple formula for
the concurrence has been worked out by Wootters in 1998
�2�,

C��� = max�0,�1 − �2 − �3 − �4 , �A7�

where the � coefficients are the square roots of the eigenval-
ues of the non-Hermitian matrix �A�̃A in decreasing order.
The formula applies for the density matrix of the subsystem
with the pair of qubits ��A=trB����. The density matrix �̃ is
defined through a spin flip transformation expressed in terms
of the imaginary Pauli matrix �y as follows:

�̃A = ��y � �y��A
*��y � �y� . �A8�

This leads to

�̃a =

0 0 0 − 1

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

− 1 0 0 0
�


�11
* 0 0 0

0 �22
* �23

* 0

0 �32
* �33

* 0

0 0 0 �44
*
�

�

0 0 0 − 1

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

− 1 0 0 0
� =


�44
* 0 0 0

0 �33
* �32

* 0

0 �23
* �22

* 0

0 0 0 �11
*
� .

�A9�

Now we are able to construct the non-Hermitian matrix
�A�̃A,

�A�̃A =

�11�44

* 0 0 0

0 �22�33
* + �23�23

* �22�32
* + �23�22

* 0

0 �32�33
* + �33�23

* �32�32
* + �33�22

* 0

0 0 0 �11
* �44

� .

�A10�

However, �A is indeed Hermitian so the following relation-
ships are taken into account: �11=�11

* , �22=�22
* , �32=�23

* ,
�33=�33

* , and �44=�44
* . Therefore, the matrix �A�̃A has the

form

�A�̃A =

�11�44 0 0 0

0 �22�33 + ��23�2 2�22�23 0

0 2�33�23
* �22�33 + ��23�2 0

0 0 0 �11�44

� .

�A11�

In a block diagonal matrix, the eigenvalues are simply the
eigenvalues of individual blocks, so two eigenvalues are
readily available. The other two are obtained from the fol-
lowing determinant

��22�33 + ��23�2 − � 2�22�23

2�33�23
* �22�33 + ��23�2 − �

� . �A12�

This gives

� = �22�33 + ��23�2 	 2	�22�33��23� . �A13�

Thus, the four possible values of the � coefficients are as
follows:

�a = �	�22�33 − ��23��2, �b = �	�22�33 + ��23��2,

�A14�

�c = �11�44, �d = �11�44.

Finally, the square roots of these lambda coefficients are di-
rectly employed in �A7�.

Noticing that �b is the largest eigenvalue, the latter results
leads immediately to Wootters’ formula Eq. �2�.
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